A TOTALLY INCOMPLETE LIST OF AWESOME STUFF YOU CAN DO

and other ways you can get involved in the Political Science Department.

1. Working with professors
   Work with your favorite professors as a teaching assistant, research assistant.

2. Mentored Research
   Work closely with a Professor on a mentored research project.

3. POLI 497
   Do research outside the classroom under the close supervision of a professor. This learning comes in a variety of formats, including fieldwork, data collection in the lab, and analyses of existing datasets.

4. Global Politics Lab
   Learn about the relationship between politics and economics, with a special focus on global development.

5. Center for the Study of Elections and Democracy
   Join the nonpartisan academic research center in seeking to increase knowledge about the practice of American democracy.

6. College Poster Conference
   Present your research at the annual Fulton Poster Conference.

7. Washington Seminar
   Spend the summer interning in D.C. while earning class credit.

8. Utah State Legislature
   Work with an assigned legislator through a full legislative session.

9. Scottish Parliament
   Join the CSE sponsored program that sends you to work directly for members of parliament in Edinburgh.

10. Letters of Recommendation
    Work with your favorite professors as a teaching assistant, research assistant, or design your own mentored research project.

11. POLI 298 Speaker Series
    Networking and career guidance through a series of lectures by career professionals.

12. Beyond BYU
    Join the BYU Political Affairs Society DC Chapter in Washington DC for their “mentoring” and networking event!

13. Honors Program
    An open-enrollment program which provides a rich and challenging experience for motivated undergraduate students.

14. Minors and Language Skills
    Work with your favorite professors as a teaching assistant, research assistant, or design your own mentored research project.

15. BYU Political Affairs Society
    Work with your favorite professors as a teaching assistant, research assistant, or design your own mentored research project.

16. Model UN
    Work with your favorite professors as a teaching assistant, research assistant, or design your own mentored research project.
17. Model EU
Work with your favorite professors as a teaching assistant, research assistant, or design your own mentored research project.

18. College Democrats
Work with your favorite professors as a teaching assistant, research assistant, or design your own mentored research project.

19. College Republicans
Work with your favorite professors as a teaching assistant, research assistant, or design your own mentored research project.

20. Women in Politics
Work with your favorite professors as a teaching assistant, research assistant, or design your own mentored research project.

21. Sigma Journal
Work with your favorite professors as a teaching assistant, research assistant, or design your own mentored research project.

22. Political Review
Work with your favorite professors as a teaching assistant, research assistant, or design your own mentored research project.
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